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the testing methods of direct
tensile, brazilian splitting

(direct compression), and three-
point bending are employed to
get the difference of the tensile

strength and damage
deformation of rocks. the

sample size by the three is
processed according to the
engineering rock mass test

method standard, water
conservancy and hydropower

engineering rock test
regulations, and the

international society for rock
mechanics (isrm)

recommended methods. the
specifics are 50mm125mm
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cylindrical samples in direct
tensile, 50mm25mm disc
samples in brazilian disc

splitting, and
160mm40mm20mm long strip

samples in three-point
bending. the processing

accuracy of all samples is
performed in accordance with
the requirements of isrm and

other standards [ 26, 28 ],
while the number of different
lithological rock samples and

the main physical and
mechanical parameters

(average values) are shown in
table 1. to explore the

relationship between electricity
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imports and premature
mortality, we use the isrm to

determine the marginal
increase in pm2.5

concentration in each grid cell
due to 1 ton of electricity

imported from each grid cell.
we then use the county-level

distribution of premature
mortality from ihd and the isrm
to determine the percentage of

premature mortality due to
each grid cell, and the county-
level distribution of electricity
imports and generation across
the us. we then create a map
of premature mortality due to

electricity imports. the counties
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with the highest percentage of
premature mortality due to

electricity imports are in west
virginia, north dakota, and

texas. the counties with the
lowest premature mortality

from electricity imports are the
ones with the most coal-based
electricity generation. the map
of premature mortality due to

electricity imports looks similar
to the one for pm2.5 (fig. 2).
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